Apples & Grapes is being issued to help further strengthen the relationship
between Nanae and Concord. We would like not only children but also adults
in both towns to learn about school life in Nanae through this newspaper.

Nanae Music Recital!
Impressive Performance
by 6th Grade Students!
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On October 18th, the Nanae Music
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Recital was held in the Nanae
Cultural

Center.

Ninety-six

6th

grade students participated and
On October 20th, we went to Onuma Seminar

played “Rhapsody in Blue.” Through their
impressive performance, every part of the

House to see Fumitoshi Miyamoto in concert.

band managed to capture the hearts of the

Mr. Miyamoto is a renowned opera singer in Italy,

audience. This recital gave the students an

and we were fortunate enough to watch him

opportunity to fully show the results of

perform from the front row. When we watched

daily practice by becoming one united body.

<Onakayama E.S.>

him sing with all his heart, we were very moved
and filled with admiration. Nothing beats the real thing.

Heading Towards a Fulfilling School Life
Vice-Principal Ryuji Mitani
The cold in the morning and night reminds us that the winter season is coming.
The peak of Mt. Komagatake is snowcapped. The 9th grade students’ school trip
finished safely in this good atmosphere. Our school festival is approaching, and
because of this the energy of our school feels more vibrant. Preparation for the
play is going smoothly.
Through successful school events, students gain experience about how to
prepare things in advance. The teaching and clerical staff will be sincerely
encouraging them through praise and leading them to do their best on that day.
On October 14th, a demonstration lesson targeted at 5th grade students was
held. Ms. Fukami (from Hokkaido Government Oshima Board of Education)
supervised and held a follow-up training. We believe that showcasing the
students’ abilities is important for them in terms of developing goals and
spending their school lives actively. For this, we need to A) evaluate the
students decently, and B) give them appropriate tasks. We value lessons that
ask, “What and how?” and lessons that promote improved learning and
comprehension.
<Suzurandani Branch S.>

<Higashioonuma E.S.>
On the October
we had a wheelchair
presentation ceremony. We received ring pulls
from each student’s household and from people in
the Onakayama district. Onakayama Junior High
School exchanged the ring pulls for a wheelchair
and presented it to a nursing home called
Hidamari no Ie. We would be very happy if the
nursing home finds it to be useful.
We will continue our efforts next year and hope to
receive donations of ring pulls from here on out.

【鈴蘭谷分校】

13th,

2nd Grade: Straw-Hat Jizo

1st Grade: Opening Word

On October 17th, we held the third lesson of a class on
dietary education. We made apple potage with Chef
Sekikawa, who works at the restaurant “Le Climat” in
Hakodate. We had a full course meal blessed with
vegetables, meats, and fruits from Nanae and its
neighboring areas. We also cultivated a better understanding
of table manners during this delicious meal.

<Ikusagawa E.S.>

1st

<Onakayama
J.H.S.>

Grade band:
Toys Dance Cha Cha Cha

3rd Grade band : Heigh Ho
On September 30th, Route 5 in front of
Nanae Elementary School’s gate was colored with gold. Students called out,
“Drive safely!” to motorists while holding yellow signs which read, “Slow down,”
and, “No more drunk driving.” 2,500 students and townspeople took part in the
campaign.
I remember the words that the lecturer said in the speech. “Illness may be
cured. Medical advancement enables many kinds of illness to be healed.
However, traffic accidents can take away everything important all at once” Let’s
make a commitment to traffic safety.”！
<Nanae E. S.>

Autumn is the Best Season for Studying!
All Hokkaido Oshima Conference for
Combined-Class Study Group Work
On October 30th, a conference about study group work
was held. A class of 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th grade students
from a remote rural area was opened to over sixty
teachers from all over Hokkaido. The students confidently got on with their
studies while the teachers watched.
<Togeshita E. S.>

4th

Grade play :
Scapegoat Jizo

5th

Grade band :
Carrying You

6th Grade play : Mobile Phone

6th grade : Closing Word
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Our academic development initiative is called the “Step Up Plan.” As part
of the initiative, students fill out Life Check-Up Sheets (Plan Sheets for the
3rd grade students) to help build up their regular routines and home
studying habits. The number of students who are accustomed to studying at
home is increasing. For the 1st grade students, their homeroom teachers
survey how many hours they study at home and give them advice
accordingly. The 2nd and 3rd grade students, who have already laid the
groundwork for their home learning, can prospect their daily life.
We will continue our efforts. We’re sorry to bother you, but we would
appreciate it if you could stamp your seal and write a message of
encouragement on the sheet.

<Nanae J.H.S.>

All Grades choir : Rainbow, Dream World

<Fujishiro E.S.>

Despite being a bit chilly, the school’s annual lakeside marathon race was
held on October 12th. The students could choose to run either a full 15.2km
course or a 7.4km half course. They practiced by day and tried to run 120km
in total to build up their basic physical strength. In the men’s marathon, Mr.
Hitoharu Suzuki won first place. In the women’s marathon, Ms. Miu
Okumoto won first place. We thank everyone for their encouragement and
support.

<Onuma J.H.S.>

-Step・Up・Plan-

<Onuma E.S.>
The autumn month of October is the season for cultural and physical
education. We began the month with our school excursion. In the middle of the
month, we carved Halloween pumpkins into jack-o-lanterns. On the 18th, we
had our music festival, and, on the 20th, we had our application of opera. The
cultural festival of the Onuma area was on the 23rd and our school festival was
on the 28th. This month offered plenty of valuable experiences and growth for
the children.

